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With the heatmap of 12MP fisheye, users can check the popularity of different goods of the shelve or the popularity of the

good of different shelves, so user can make his goods adjustment.



For checkout counter, with the target counting advanced feature of AI camera and NVMS, this system can make the flow

control of queue. When the light is green, it means there is no many person in the checkout counter queue; otherwise, if the

green is red, it means the queue has too many person.

The owner of the supermarket also can decide if it need to have more checkout counter open based on the situation of queue

flow.



Video and the corresponding overlay POS information can be shown simultaneously in both live view and playback. With 

this system, user can search text to find out bills and the video recordings.  



The access control device(E2123, E2223, E2128) can be used to open the door when the access control device make the face 

recognition. BTW, users can check the pass record about the access control device(office door). 
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When the park is full, the system can output alarm signal 

switch the green light to red, and show visitors the park 

is full.

Users can check the statistic of 

parking lot by 

daily/weekly/monthly/annual 



Manager of supermarket can check all the statistic data and also with the data dashboard of NVMS of this system 

to analyze the business.


